
Take Your Business
To The Next Level
The easy to use, motorized Voltstair Go transports
large, heavy, and unwieldy items up and down 
stairs in the safest way possible.
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and unwieldy items up and down
safest way possible.
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VOLTSTAIR GO COMPONENTS

1 Handlebar 3 Battery 4 Platform2 Control Panel

5 Wheels 7 Track Release 8 Tracks6 Motor
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150 lbs Weight Capacity

BoilersSafesRefrigerators

Great for Carrying...

WHAT IS THE VOLTSTAIR GO?

Portable
No need to install tracks, this 
works on all almost any staircase.

Built-In Tracks

Battery Operated
With a full battery, you'll get 
100+ flights per charge.

With a 150 lb weight capacity, your 
bandwidth is limitless.

Increased Efficiency

The Voltstair Go is a motorized hand truck capable 
of ascending and descending 100+ flights of stairs 
on a single charge. The Voltstair Go has built in 
tracks, and was designed to transport large, heavy, 
and unwieldy items in the safest way possible. The 
Voltstair Go keeps employees, reduces the risk of 
property damage, and increases efficiency by 
allowing a single team member to accomplish more 
in a shorter timeframe.
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AAt only 30lbs, it's easy to take 
your VVoltstair Go wherever you 
need it.
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VOLTSTAIR GO FEATURES
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The Voltstair Go’s foldable motorized 
tracks make it possible for one team 
member to transport up to 150lbs up 
and down stairs. It also come standard 
with flatground wheels on the bottom, 
as well as locking wheels for safe 
storage and transport.

1

Arrives fully assembled, and does not 
require special stairs or pre-installed 
tracks of any kind. The handlebar 
houses a digital battery display and 
user-friendly controls on the top, and a 
professional- grade ratchet strap.
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2
The tracks were specifically designed 
to provide safe transport on any 
material, and lock automatically when 
the ascend or descend buttons are not 
being pressed. The wheels come 
equipped with lockable foot brakes.
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VOLTSTAIR GO FEATURES
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The Folds up to just 14” thick, and was 
designed to be transportable in almost 
any vehicle. The unit can go from folded 
to storage to operational in just seconds.
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Capable of carrying 150 lbs in 
professional and residential settings. 
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2
With a quiet battery powered motor 
and tracks which were specifically 
designed to operate on almost any 
surface without leaving a trace, it’s easy 
to use the Voltstair Go discreetly in any 
setting.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

The Voltstair Go is CE and ISO certified, and comes with a 7 day money back 
guarantee. It also comes with a lifetime warranty on welds + 6 months on all 
replacement parts.

CE CERTIFIED ISO CERTIFIED WARRANTY

$
7 DAY MONEY

BACK GUARANTEE

Width
Min Height
Min Depth

Max Height
Max Depth

Platform Req.
Back Wheels 

20in

7in

56in

19in

35in x 35in

49in

5in

Sizing Battery
Type 

Voltage
Charge Time

Distance/Life

Lithium-ion

18v

3-6 Hours

24 Floors or

40 minutes

Speed
Noise
Brake 

System

Full Load 

0.2m/s

65 Dbs
Electromatic 
Brake

Misc.

Net Weight  
Capacity

30lbs

150lbs

WeightLbs

ACCREDITATIONS
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TIONS

Battery
Type 

Voltage
Charge Time

Distance/Life

Lithium-ion

18v

3-6 Hours

24 Floors or

40 minutes

Speed
Noise
Brake 

System

Full Load

0.2m/s

65 Dbs
Electromatic 
Brake

Misc.



Increased Bandwidth
Don’t tie up a whole crew when one laborer can get the job 
done. The Voltstair is an investment that will pay for itself in as 
little as one month by increasing efficiency, as crews are able to 
accomplish more, faster, with its help.

Keep Employees Safer
If done incorrectly or over a long period of time, moving 
large heavy objects can be damaging to the physical 
health of crewmembers. Make sure your employees remain 
safe and healthy by protecting their physical wellbeing on 
a daily basis.

Decreasing Damaged Property
The Voltstair helps reduce the risk of property damage by 
removing the strain and stress of moving large and unwieldy 
objects. The Voltstair’s tracks are specifically designed to 
eliminate the risk of damaging stairs, and can function on wood, 
carpet, cement, stone, and tile without leaving a trace. 

GO

ORDER YOUR
VOLTSTAIR GO

LIMITED

LIFETIME
WARRANTY




